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Introductory Statementthe American public school, school
plaxit and equipment, teacher^personnel, finance, curriculuoa, organisao
tional levels of schools, enrollment, and socio-economic factors
influencing the enrollment have presented a problem of major concern
to all of the American people* There has always been the problem of
developing these important factors in public education* Each of these
factors plays an important part in the overall development of the
American public school* They work together for the maximum good, and
if there is a lag in any one, then the others will be proportionately
affected* The American people have steadily striven for the best
development of each of these factors.
Rationale*—Living together requires leadership. There are those
among us as teachers who must prove ourselves to be leaders capable of
guiding, instructing, and showing others in ways of doing as well as
teachers. Since teachers represent a major force in the determination
of the social order and are builders of future citizens, they are,
consequently, the ultimate agents of education. Teachers provide the
environments for shaping character, and giving insist throu^ their
own practical educational philosophies, professional training, methods,
techniques, and experiences. Teachers, in a large measure, determine
1
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the effectireness of emy educational program. The extent to which
echools realise, through the teachers, their potentialities for oioti*
▼ating the wholesome growth and social development of children and
youth, depends largely upon the interests, training, background, and
competency of the instructional personnel in the schools.
It is believed that the Wrens Colored Ei^ School and its community
are typical of the many small town school situations in Georgia; therefore,
a thorough investigation of the Wrens School, its rise and development
may well serve as a model for Interpreting the development of educational
programs for Negroes in Georgia in the recent decades.
The writer selected this span of time, 1927«1958, because the school
has been under his direct supervision during this period, and he considers
the length of time sufficient to make evaluations and criticisms of the
school, its program, its defects, and its influence in the commxuilty.
Statement of the Problem.“■-The problem involved in this study was
to trace the trend of public education in Wrens Colored Hi^ School,
Jefferson County, Wrens, Georgia during the period of 1927>1958. The
following are the specifio aspects cf public education adiioh are examined
in this study* teacher personnel, expenditures, curriculum offerings.
Scope and Limitation of Study.«»»This study has been concerned with
the period between 1927>1958. This period was selected because it is
marked by the largest nvimber of significant events in the development of
the Negro public school system of Wrens, Georgia. This study is limited
by the fragmentary nature of the materials used as the main sources of
data. Unfortunately, until more recent years the pertinent records and
reports of the development and course of the Negro public school system
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in Wrens, Georgia have not been kept continuously from year to year;
therefore, there are gaps in the records and reports of the derelopment
of the Negro public school system of Wrens, Georgia.
The 'writer believes, however, in the main, that the findings reported
in this research are authentic and reflect the prevailing conditions
suad status of Negro education for the period studied.
Purpose of Study.—The major pvirpose of this study has been to give
a comprehensive and interpretative account of the development of educa¬
tional opportunities for Negroes at the Wrens Colored Ei^ School, Wrens
Georgia during the period of 1927-1958. The more specific purposes of
this study have been to find emswers to the following qtiestionss
1. What was the historical setting of Negro Education in Vh-ens,
Georgia?
2. What was the development of the Negro public schools in Wrens,
Georgia in terms of organisational levels for the period of
1927-1958?
3. What was the developnent of plants and facilities for Negroes
in the public school system of Wrens, Georgia, during 1927-1958?
4. What was the trend in the status of the educational personnel
in the Negro school of Wrens, Georgia, during 1927-1958?
5. What was the trend of cvirrieular offerings in the Negro school.
Wrens, Georgia, during 1927-1958?
6. What were the socio-economic factors that influenced the develop¬
ment of the Negro public schools of Wrens, Georgia during 1927-1958?
7. Who were the pioneers and what were their contributions to the
Negro pxoblio school of Wrens, Georgia?
8. What was the development of the pattern of financial support
of the Negro public school of Wrens, Georgia during 1927-1958?
9. What are the implications of the data for educational policy and
practice in the public school of Wrens, Georgia in the future?
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Definition of Terms»■—The significant terns which have been used in
this study are defined according to Good ^ in the statements to follow:
1. The term "Superintendent of schools," as used in this study
refers to a chief executive and advisory officer charged with
the direction of schools in a local school administrative unit
as a district, town, or township, or in a county or state*
2* The term "teacher," as used in this study, refers to a person
employed in an official capacity for the purpose of giving
instruction to pupils or students in an educational institution
whether public or private* Such a person may be disting:iished
as regular, part-time or special, or substitute teacher*
S* The term "pupil," as used in this study refers to one attending
a kindergarten or school of elementary or secondary level wwd
studying under the relatively close supervision and tutelage
of a teaoher*
4* The term "teaching," as used in this study refers to any one of
a number of plans or positions in a school or school system that
requires the service of a full time teaoher*
5* The term "school," as used in this study refers to a building
or unit of buildings together with the pupil-personnel, teaching
and staff personnel and equipment, facilities engaged in
educational procedures*
6* The term "curriculum," as used in this study refers to a systematic
group of cotirses or sequency of subjects required for graduation
or oertifieation in a major field of study, or a body of prescribed
educative experiences under school supervision designed to
provide an individual with the best possible training and qualify
him for a trade or profession*
7* The term "schodl term," as used in this study refers to (minimum)
the shorter period each year diuring which in public schools of
a state or other administrative unit may remain in session under
the provision of the law*
8* The term "school system," as used in this study refers to an
aggregate.of educational.institutions organised under the
oonstitution and laws of the state, administered under the
general supervision of the State Department of Education,
deriving their financial support, at least, in part from the state,
and usually referred to as public schools to distingui^ them
Carter V* Good, A Dictionary of Eduoation (Uew York: MoGraw-Hill
Publishing Cratpany, 194tj, p^ 6*
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from prirat* institutions of learning*
9* The term "school district*" as used in this study refers to the
territory that is under the superrison of a given school board
regardless of the number of school buildings and the territory
in vhioh children may attend a given school building or center*
10* The term "school enrollment*" ns used in this study refers to
enrolled at any time during the period for which total exu'Oll^
nent is being reported*
11* The term "school census*" as used in this study refers to an
enumeration and collection of data* as prescribed by law in
most oases* conducted to determine the znunber of children of
a certain age (school age) resident in a given district* and
to secure infornietioa such as birth date* name of parents*
and occupation, of parents*
12* The term "capital oixtlay*" as used in this study refers to any
expenditure that results in the acquisition of* or fixed assets}
usually in terms of land and building costs*
13. The term "transportation** as used in this study refers to the
movement of school children from heme to school and retxim by
means of a conveyance of whatever sort* usually a bus*
14* The term "illiterate*" as used in this study refers to a person
udio is ten years old or more and who can neither read nor write.
Locale of Study.—Wrens* Jefferson County* Georgia idiioh is located
in central* Northeast Georgia* is a small rural town with a population
of 6*000* with approximately 50 per cent Negro inhabitants.
The chief industries of Wrens are flour milling and The Lumber Industry*
together with the subsidiary farm economy adjacent to it. There is the
usual number of banks* theatres* mercantile establishments* and a variety
of professional personnel typical of small rural towns in Georgia*
The socio-eoonomio status of the Negroes of Wrens and the surrounding
area* from observation* travel and questioning* appears to be typical of
the rural counties of Georgia; and typical of the small town situation to
be found throughout the state*
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Ih« school population of the Khrons Colored School is drawn from
the town of Wrens and the surrounding rural area* with the latter being
within the range of 15 to 25 miles of Wrens* consequently* sf- per eent
of the pupils are transported by bus to the school*
There are 550 pupilsj 261 boys and 281 girls enrolled in the Wrens
sohool. There is a staff of 16 well trained teachers; all of whom hold
the bachelor*s degree* with two of them holding or pursuing the master's
degree*
Method of Researeh.«-A ooubination of the Descriptiwe^SuTTey* and
Historical Ifethods of research was used in gathering* presentation* and
interpretation of the data necessary the conduct of this research*
Description of Subjeots.»-The subjects involred in this study were
the followings The total educational personnel* including the sohool
board members* and citizens directly and indirectly oonoemed with the
public schools of Wrens* Georgia* 1927>1958*
Description of Instruments*»"Instruments used in this study were
the following (a) school records* (b) annual reports* (o) Superintendent's
annual reports submitted to the State Board of Education* (d) records and
minutes of the Parent Teachers Association* (e) community and county
for the period of 1927«1958*
Prooedin’e*-■»During 1957-1958 this study was conducted in Wrens*
Georgia* where the records at the school were available* and at Louisville*
Georgia* where the office of the superintendent is located* and the reports
and records were placed at the disposal of the writer*
The data necessary to the development of this study were gathered*
organized* analyzed* interpreted and presented in the final thesis copy*
The details of the procedure in handling the data were as followst
1. The related literature pertinent to this study was reviewed*
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Butnmarized, and presented in the thesis.
2. The subjects irere properly approached cmd instructed as to the
scope cmd purposes of the research to be attempted.
3. The superintendent, superrisor. and teachers were requested to.
and did cooperate with the study.
4. The official records of the Superintendent of Schools were reviewed,
analyzed and tiie necessary data abstracted for inclusion in the
thesis copy.6.Interviews were conducted with key individuals in order to
supplement and document the data of the records.
6. School records were examined and the pertinent data abstracted
therefrom.
7. The data were grouped and organized within the following categories}
A. Historical setting of education for Negroes in Wrens. Georgia.
B. Pioneers and their contributions to Negro public education
in Wrens. Georgia.
C. School.
a. Plant and facilities
b. Organizational levels
c. Number of teachers
d. Status of teaching personnel
e. Curricular offerings
f. Enrollment
g. Factors influencing the enrollment
D. Financial Support of the School
8. The above data were tabulated and organized into proper tables, each
of which was analyzed and interpreted.
9. Summary, conclusions and recommendations were evolved in the light
of the interpreted data
8
Sources of D>ta»--The data gathered in this study were collected
from the following sources:
1* Records in the State Departementof Education, Atlanta, Georgia,
2, Records in the County School Superintendent’s Office, Louisrille,
Georgia,
3, Records in the files of the school'. Wrens Colored Ei^ School,
4, Interviews with key individuals,
5, Newspaper releases, etc.
Related Literature,—Signigicant excerpts and/ or abstractions from
the literature related to the problem of this study are presented in the
immediate paragraphs below.
In a description of the early period of school development Reeder
states:
Ueuiy centuries before the school as we know it today, was
established, the people \mderwent the process of education. The
most powerful urge and ambition of man have always been the desire
to rear children who could make their way in the world, Man saw
early the need for education of his children, and took steps to
provide this education. The seed of the school was planted by the
earliest man.
Education was first carried on in the home, but the coming
of the industrial revolution and the rapid developmezxt of the
industrial revolution and the rapid development of science, life
grew more complex, emd the need for education also mounted. The
social heritage soon became too large, and society soon grew too
complex for parents to provide the proper quality and quantity
of education for their children. Parents gradually came to see
that they did not have the time nor the specialized knowledge to
organize and present the necessary experiences for their children.
When these problems and handicaps were recognized by their parents,
schools were established, and teachers were employed to provide
some of the training which formerly had been given by parents, 1
Reeder further discusses school plant or buildings in these words:
^ard G, Reeder, A First Course in Education (Now York: The Macmillian
Company, 1947), pp, 24-2^,
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The "little red sohoolhouse" of yesterday, with their small
sites, and meager said simple equipment are greatly different from
today*8 palatial school buildings with their oommodious sites and
modera equipment.
The most modern school buildings are neither little nor red.
In the early days a knowledge of csurpentry was believed to
qualify a person to plan to oonstruot a school building, bxxt the
educator, various types of engineers, an artist, a hygienist, and
an economist.
Although, the developments in school housing have probably
not been as rapid as the developments in many other phases of life,
phases of the school pleuit. In the main, thou^ with a slight
tendency to lag, the development of the school plant has paralleled
the development of the curriculum, of the teaching procedures
said other phases of the work of the school. As the purpose and
procedures of the school have changed, the plant has had to be
modified to meet the requirements created by these newer methods
in the school. The person in charge makes the activity largely
idiat it is. If he is well qualified for his task, he will
overcome all obstacles, and make the activity ftmction to the
fullest. If he is not well qualified, the activity will not
realise its potentialities, although, all other conditions for
such realization may be favored.
In eommention on the oruoial role of the teacher in the school
sittiation, Reeder has this to say:
In school affairs, the teacher primarily determines whether
the school will be efficient or inefficient, although they
can never be neglected in an educational program, such facilities
as buildings, equipment, and supplies are of secondary importance
compared with teachers, (Granted that hovels were safe and
sanitary, it would be better for children to attend school in
them than to be under the tutelage of inferior teachers.
Jama Garfield once defined an ideal school as "Iburk Hopkins
at one end of a log and a student at the other end." In this
indispensibility of an excellent teacher, of which Mark Hopkins
was a splendid example. He probably did not believe that a log—
any kind of a log would suffice as the altar for instruction.
He did believe, thou^, that school personnel was much more
important than school material. ^
Reedqt •Optt'~elt.
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In tho same comments Reeder points out the importance of school
attendance in the eorker and effloency of the education programs
The people's estimate of the need for or the worth of any
product or service is determined by the extent to which they
use that product or service) hence, the people's estimate of the
need for or worth of education may be measured by the amo^mt of
school enrollment* ^
Equality in educational opportimity is described by Bent and
Kroenberg thuslys
The increased belief that education, more than any other factor
tends to make people equal in opportunity. People have believed
that through the proper kind and amount of education, the individ^l
may best realise his potentialities for himself and for society. ^
The impact or significance of pupil enrollment on the curriculum
of the school in pointed out by Bent and Kroenberg in these words:
After 1880 when the legal status of the hi^ school as( a
free public institution beceime established, the enrollment started
increasing. As the enrollment increased, '^e curriculum was
changing to meet the needs, interest, and abilities of the
heterogeneous population. This had a reciprocal influence, for
enriched and broadened curriculum was not only a result of
increased enrollment, but also a cause of attracting still more
pupils and further increasing the confidence of the general public. 3
In emphasising the erucility of enrollment in the school's program.
Bent and Kroenberg have idenified and described the factors idiich hhve




Rudyard K. Bent and Harry H. Kroenberg, Principles of Secondary Education




A Drift Toward Urban LifeIn rural areas schools tiers not
accessible to naiiT' trho wished to attend while they had been established
in urban cities* As the population increased at the expense of the
rural, an inflxsc of public schools was a result*
2* Improved ^Methods of Transportation.-^^ehools could not be
accessible nor was consolidation possible until roads wore built, and
aethods of transportation inproved*
S* focreased leisure*«-«The oaehlne age brought shorter working
hours, and increased leisure for educational pursuits*
4* Child Labor Iawa*»-<MttnrallT followed a aachine age, and increased
leisure* Coiid}inBd with a growing foith in education, these factors led
to the enaetaent jof compulsory school laws and the extension of the
upper age limit of others* Early compulsory school laws did not extend
beyond the learning age of the elementary schooli but in 1948 the
maximum compulsory age attendance was 18 in seven states, 17 in two
states, 16 in thlrty*-eix states, 15 in tow states, and 14 in one state*
Since the average age for the ninth grade is about 14 years all
states save one extend the elementary school attendance beyond that for
high school entrance, and nine states to the ages at which the average
pupil graduates troa. high school* However, these attendance laws do
not hold all pupils in school to these ages, for maiqr states specify
either attainment of a certain age or completion of the eighth grade
before one may leave school or work permits will be given after the
eighth grade is completed*
5* Desire for Increased Culture*-»A desire to incxease the cultural
level of the nation and a belief that this attainment depends upon
attendance at school has caused many to turn to the secondary school
pure^ for cultural purposes* ^
When salaries of {urofessional groups are compared the teachers
are at the bottom of the list* The public either has not been able
financially to pay teachers a salary eompatable with their required
training and service, or it has not been convinced that they are worthy
of a greater monetary reward*
Shortly after the depression of 19S0, teachers' salaries began to
decline amd continued to do so until 1954* Since then, salaries have had
a gradual increase and a rapid one during the Second World War* However,
they are still far short of idiat they should be*
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In the early 1940*b the problem of the "emergency-teacher* was
succinctly reported, thusly by the Research Division of the National
Education Assoeiationt
In 1959-1940, there were relatively few classroom teachers
idio did not hold "regular" certificates for teaching in their
respectively states. TIhile state standards of prepeuration
required of emergency-teachers vary widely, as they do also for
those holding standard certificates, the total nxsnber of emergenoy
teachers within a single state and for the nation as a whole is
indicative of the shortage of qualified teachers. ^
Further, the rising tide of the "emergency-teacher" of the 1940*s
/
was described in these words by another report of the Resecrch Division
of the National Education Association:
During World Weur II when many teachers entered thearmed
services and others took hi^-paying positions in business,
industry, and non-teaching governmental service, it was necessary
for school systems each year to employ increasing numbers of
persons not full qualified for regular or standard certificates»
the number of persons employed idio held substandard certificates
was about 1 in 340 of the public school teachers in 1940-1941;
the proportion jumped to 1 in 7 by 1946-1947. Then the proportion
declined steadily from year to year until it reached 1 in 15 in
1951-1952. The ratio continued to be 1 in 15 for 1952-1953 cmd
1953-1954. 2
In 1952 the status of the "emergency-teacher" was brought up-to-
date by a late report of the Research Division of the National Education
Association:
1
National Education Association , Research Division. Advance Estimates
of Public Elementary and Secondary Schools for the School (Washington:
!bie Association, 19^-1954), p. 3.
^Ibid.
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There were nearly 70,000 emergency classroom teachers in 1951-
1952. The outlook in October 1952 was that the total would decline
to 64,000 in 1952-1953• The present survey indicates that actually
public schools had to employ 69,626 in 1952-1953 and the outlook
for 1953-1954 is that the total will be 71,589. The "emergency
teacher" situation, thou^t to be a condition vdiich would disappear
within 10 years after World War II, is apparently becoming critical
again.
It also states that 54 per cent of the holders of emergency
certificates have less than four years of college preparation.
It also reports that out of the 10,987 elementary-school classroom
teachers that 10 per cent have less than four years college. ^
Smith, in a study of the Development of the Georgia Public School
System 1900-1950, found that the status of teachers in Georgia was
marked by a niaaber of legislations. A few of the most influential
legislations are as follows:
1. Law of 1886: Provided for a complete system of Georgia
schools, a state school commissioner, susd tesichers were
to be examined and certified.
2. Law of 1887: The Denny law raised the qualifications for
teachers.
3. Law of 1937: A law was passed February 10, 1937 setting
up a syeuem uf certifioation of teachers and providing for
the minimum salary for various classifications of teachers
1.
which is fixed by the State Department of Education annually,.
Elizabeth ^ook Smith, "A Study of the Development of the Georgia Public
School System, 1900-1959" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, 1952) p. 32.
2
TwHl BWA S. Henry, "A Study of the ^development of the Alabsima Public
School System, 1900-1949" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, 1950), pp. 24-25.
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4« Lav of 1949: The assembly enacted the Uinimim Foundation
program idiioh provided for every person attending the
public schools in the state: (1) a competent teacher, (2)
a decent classroom, (3) safe transportation if he lived
beyond reasonable walking distance, (4) an adequate supply
of textbooks, and other aids, and (5) a minimum school
year of 180 days. ^
Henry, in a Study of the Development of the Public School System of
Alabama foxmd that:
That devslopmenb of Negro education in Alabama was typical
of Negro education in the South. It was noted that the first
attempts at a system of Public schools in Alabama were made in the
year 1854, and nothing was mentioned about Negro public education
prior to 1858. It was discovered that the differential between
factors in the development of Negro cmd white public schools has
steadily decreased through the years. The factors that contributed
most ot the development of Negro and white education were the
sixteen section lands and philanthropic agencies. The greatest
deterrent in the development of educational progress in Alabama
-u was the poor schoolhouses, and they still prove to be a problem in
some degree. This problem of schoolhouses was attributed to methods
of securing finance for the school buildings. ^
Cocking and Hopper studied 425 school buildings erected since 1945
in 47 states, idiich were selected by the state department lof education
as outstanding. They found a considerable range in size of site with






secondary school average* Full basements were found in only one-fourth
of the oases* About three-fourths of the elementary schools were of
one-story design* In size* the elementary schools average 13 classrooms
and the secondary schools have an average capacity of 726* ^
Eckel* made an intensive study of typioeil classrooms in 10 of the
buildings included in the earlier study by Cocking and Hopper* Among
the features found in more than two methods of glare control* acooustioal
ceilings* plastered walls* asphalt tile floors* rectangular shape* teacher's
closets* wardrobes in the room* green chalkboards* light fiziishes*and
moveable furniture*
Flynn* made an analysis of "inovations" in newer school buildings*
presumably in California* and by questionnaire checked the extent of
approval of these features* Among the design featiures higjhly approved
were singled loaded corridors* square classrooms* non-load bearing
partitions* movable storage facilities* reversible boards* wardrobes in
classrooms* intercmomunioation system* provision for use of audio-visual
3
aids in classrooms* perforated acooustioal tile* and asphalt tile floors.
Sfalter C* Cocking and Robert L* Hopper* "America's Outstanding School
Buildings*^Built Since 1945*" American School and University.Twenty-Second
Annual Edition( Hew Yorks 1950)* pp, 175-206.
2
Howard Eckel* "Features of Outstamding Classrooms* " Amerioam School
and University* Twenty-third Annual Edition (New York: 1951)* pp* 175-206.
3
Francis J. Flynn* "An Appraisal of Innovations in Elementary Class¬
room Planning and Design* "California Journal of Educational Research
(Uarch* 1952)* 91-95.
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Ehrenbert focused attention on a design problem in reporting that
660 out of 2607 school buildings vrere foimd to be in leaky condition*
Remedial iraterproofing applied to 142 btiildings had to be repeated in
80 cases* He advocated closer attention to the problem at the time of
plcuming the buildings* ^
The status of teachers in the public school has been a subject of
much discussion* The following studies will give legislations and
estimates of the prevailing conditions concerning the status of teachers*
To show that legislations help to develop and support public
education* Carter* in a study of Negro Public Education in East Baton
Rouge Parish* Louisiana* 1861-1951 states that:
A bill passed and ratified during a constitutional convention
of 1864 was the first constitutional enactment of the state of
Louisiana providing for education for Negro and White children
between the ages of six and sixteen years of age. It was also
noted that the constitutional Convention of 1898 which authorized
Parish School districts to issue bonds for education purposes*
aided greatly in making public education effective and popular* ^
There has been a steady trend toward increasing the proportion of
school revenue derived from state sowoes andother agencies. Smith
in her study of the Georgia Public School System points out legislations
supporting public schoolt
Raymond W* Ehrenberg* "School Buildings Need Not Leaic*" American
School Board Journal* No. 123 (October* 1951}* 49-50. '
2
Deretha Ellis Cax*ter* "A Historical Study of Negro Public Education
in East Baton Rouge Parish* Louisiana* 1861-1951" (unpublished Master*s
thesis School of Education* Atlanta University* 1952)* p* 13*
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1* Lair of 17771 recognised the need for Eystematised public
education. The assembly by an act adopted February 5« 1777,
provided that schools were to be erected in each county at
general expense of the state.
2. Law of 1887t the Assembly of 1887 provided that thereafter
no appropriations for education other than for elementary
schools should be made except to the University of Georgia
3. Law of lS12t the 1912 ammendment made the hi^ school a part
of the public school system.^
The factor of marked increased "birth-rate* as it has influenced
the rise in school enrollments is emphasized in the statements below:
The United States Office of Education predicted that the impact
of the record niamber of births on the elementary school will reach
its peak dviring the year 1955,^
Edwards explained the high birth of the 1940*s as a result of
"using up the backlog" of posponed babies, borrowing from the future,
and coi age distribution favorable to a high birth rate.^
On the basis of an Analysis of the research studies in the
field, Davis ^ rejected the adequacy of these explanations, and
suggested that the increase in births mi^t be explained in terms
of a sort of natural seledtion, and an altered social view with
respect to desired family size. ^
^auith. Op. cit.
2
United States Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, First Progress
“ -
..^ School Facilities Svirtey, Superintendent of Documents (Washington
^Newton Edwards, "Educational Implications of Population Change," Elementary
School Journal, 48 (January, 1948), pp. 250-257.
4
Joseph S. Davis, The population Upsurge in the United States. Stsmford
University, Food Research Institute (becember,' 1949), p. 92.
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The revolutloneiry increase in the school enrollment is the product
of many foroest namely, births, internal migration. World War II, changes
in population, income, etc* The Commission on Life Adjustment 'Education
for Youth reports:
That the total population has grown from 4 million. The
population first doubled within about 20 years of the birth of the
nation, Teh second and third doubling each required about 25 years,
and the fourth about 40 years. The latest doubling took place
between 1900 and 1950, This slowing up of the population has
resulted chiefly from (1} increased restructions on Immigration,
especially after 1921$ cmd (2) a decling birth rate. These fadtors
in turn have markedly decreased the proportion of youth of high
school age bom abroad or having foreign bom parents. The percentages
of youth in the total population is smaller. These circumstances
help to explain the increased popular interest in secondary education,
and why parents and the general public today find it easier to keep
youth in school through grade 12.
Other factors mentioned by the Commission are as follows:
(l) There has been a continuous shift of population from farms and
villages to the cities and suburban areas, (2) Improvedrtransporta-
tion euad commimication, and (3) Low income families. ^
Other studies on the marked rise in school enrollments are repeated
thusly:
The United States Office of Education^ predicted that the
impact of the record ntjmber of births on the elementary school
will reach its peak during the year, 1955. Edwards explained the
high birth rate of the 1940*8 as a result of "using up the backlog"
of posponed babies, borrowing from the future, and an age distribu¬
tion favorable to a high birth rate,®
Davis rejected the adequacy on the basis of an analysis of the research
studies in the field.
The First Commission oft Life Adjustment Education for Youth, Vi^lising
Secondary Education. (Washington: United States Government Printing'TFHceTlSSl)
pp, 62-69,
2
United States Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, First
Progress Report of the School Facilities Survey. Superintendent of Documents
(Wamington: United States Government Printing Office, 1952), p, 77,
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Among the etudies dealing with the organiwitional levels of school,
Caswell and Foshay foundt
The traditional organisation for the elementary school is the
ei^t grade school. At present, the six-year elementary school is
accepted as the most desired in theory. Henrick and Carroll state ^
that LeBaron’s study in New York State, the Btiffalo survey and tte
Biennial Survey of Education in the United States showed that while
the percentages vary widely from state to state, more than 50 per
cent of all elementary schools will include the seventh and eighth
grades «•
The United States Census of 1950 reports the increases of school
enrollment
The increase in the enrollment of the American public school
has doubled itself every ten years since 1890. This Increase in
the American public school's enrollment is felt in alldreas of -the
educational setup. Educators have stri-ven through -the years to
solve the enrollment problem along with the many changes it has
brought
The California Elementery School Administrators Association reports
the following figures on population increases
A 51.9 per cent population increase in the period 1940-1950.
Also that in Richmond, California at the beginning of World War II
the enrollment in 1944 was 12,501, and in 1950 the enrollment had
Increased to 41 per cent over the 1944 level.^ Studies made by
Hollis L. Caswell and Wesllesly A. Foshay, Education in the Elementary
School (New York: American Book Company, 1950), p. 366.
2
Virgil E. Henrick and Margaret L. Caroll, the Education Program (New Yorks
American Book Company, 1953), 263-264.
2
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, School
Tgni»ollment (October, 1951), Cxarrent Population Reports, Series P. 20, No.40
(Washington: July, 1952), p. 15.
4
•
California Elementary School AdmistratorA AsBOoiation.lJ?The
Elementary School at the Mid-Century* (Sacramento: The Association, 1951), p. 22
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nationally known organizations reveal the mammoth increase in the
public school enrollment and reported by the United States Department
or Comraeroe Bureau of the Census, statest
T
That in October, 1950 the number of children seven to 13 years
old led attending school was nearly iqpoo, 000, and increase of
about 725,000 over the previous year, and the number of children
five and six years old enrolled in the kindergarten was neeurly
4,300,000.
The National Education Association, Research Division, estimated in
a special report in March 1953, "That the 1953-1954 enrcllments in public
elementary schools would be 23,105,000j in grades 9 through 12; 6,061,000,
a total for all public sohools of 29,166,000," ^
The Unittd States Office of Education reported the following enroll—
2









1950-1951 19,900,000 5,806,000 25,706,000
1951-52 21,318,000 5,456,000 26,774,000
1952-1953 22,039,000 6,197,000 28,236,000
1953-1954 23,369,000 6,421,000 29,790,029
Writing of the elementary school curriculum, Fogler, reported: *
The New York City elementary school curriculum reflects much
the same breadth of content.
Shane studied thrity-five elementary systems and described that
National Education Association, Research Division, "The Outlook for
School Enrollments"(The Association United States Department of Commerce,
Bureau Of Census, October: 1951), p. 15.
^United States Office of Education, 0£, cit.
g
Sigmund Folger, "The Progreun of Elementary Education," High Points
(May, 1951), pp, 9-30,
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their exiriched ourrioulums at all grade levels included art,
music, and physical education, also at the intermediate level h(»ae
economics, woodshop, and science expeienoes. ^
According to the United States Office of Education our secondary
schools, particularly the senior high schools, constitute trhat is commonly
2considered the most static segment of the American educational scene:
A recent inqxdry showed that the core-cvirrioulum organization
has been adopted in only 3.5 per cent of all public secondary
schools of the United States. The study showed that the senior
hi^ school has remained practically unaffected; of these it is
doubtful that the adopted programs yet involve much more than a
process of putting subjects together into larger blocks.^
In terms of ages, grades included, and educational ptirposes to be
achieved t here is no single way of defining the organizational level
of the school, according to Wood idio:studied by questionnaire the orgemiza-
tional patterns of 318 school systems and the reasons reported for the
existence of the responses of 69 administrative specialists who replied
to a questioimaire. He found that while organizational patterns were
advocated on grounds of instructional and psychological considerations,
the existence of particular scuool systems and that the 6-3-3 plan of
grade grouping was importantly influencing change from the formerly most
prominent organizational pattern of the school system studied
^^rold G. Shane, "Cvirriculimi Praotiaes in Educationally Interesting
Elementary Schools," Nations Schools, No, 50 (August, 1952), pp, 41-45.
2
Loc. cit., p, 15,
3
William C. Wood, "Structural Organization of Schools in the United
States," Doctor’s thesis. University of Colorado, Boulder, 1951, p, 476,
as cited in Harlan L. Haglan and Alfred Scwartz, "Theory and Structure of
Local School Administration," Review of Educational Research, Volume IXXII,
f*, p# 279.
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Caswell and Campbell have tabulated the offerings in the Jxmior
Ei^ as indicated on page 23.
Socio-economie Factors that influenced Enrollment*-“The major
factor that affected the enrollment in the state was the lack of
enforcement of compulsory school attendance laws.
Hubert writing in the Mississippi Educational Journal, quotes
from the basic Isiws pertaining to compulsory school attendance as
follows:
Under normal conditions the law requires every child between
the ages of seven and sixteen, xmless he has completed the common
school coxirse of study or its equivalent, to attend either a public,
private, denominational, or parochial day school. The school must
be taught by a competent teacher. There are few exceptions to this
general law. If a child lives more than two and one-half miles by
the nearest graveled road, and no transportation is furnished, he
may be excused from the compulsory attendance law.
If a parent of a child pleads that his child is incapable of
doing school work because of a physical or mental condition, the
trustees of the school, with the approval of the county superintendent
of education have the right to require from the county health officer
or a reputable practicing physician a certificate stating that the
child should not be required to attend school.
The law permits a "Split Session" under certain conditions.
The trustees of a school may, with the consent of the majority
of the patrons, divide the session, and have such portion of it as
they deem proper taught at any time during the scholastic year.
But in that case they must notify the county superintendent of
education of such divisions. It should be noted that the trustees
of a school can have a "Split" session with only the consent of a
majority of the patrons. ^
The Factors that influenced the enrollment are: (1) Lack of enforcement
of compulsory school attendance laws. (2) Transportation of childfen from
oxttlying sections and the extension of the city limits. (3) Improvement
of roads.
^Ray W. Rubert, (ed) "School Law and Compulsory School Attendance."
Mississippi Educational Journal. XXZ (October, 1953), 7.
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A FROORAU OF STUDIES FGR THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL BASED ON PRACTICES








English 5 English 5 English 5
Soc* Studies 5 Soc, Studies 5 Soc, Stiidies 5
Mathematics 5 Ibithematios 5 Mathematics 5
Lul* Arts 5 Hone Eo# 4 Health 2
Home Ec, S Ihd, Arts 5 Foreign Lang , 5
Health s Health Ind, Arts S
Music 2 Science s Home Ee, 5
Art 2 Musie 2 Comerical
Sublets S
Art 2 Science 5
Foreign lang. 5 Musie S
Summary of Rala'fcod Li'tera'tura*—The Rela'ted Li'tera'ture perhainiog more
directly to the immediate problem of this research has been cited in
previous statements and is summarized below in the paragraphs to follow*
The trend in school bviildings is toward one-story. The facilities are
of the modern type that gives comfort to the child along with a cheerful
atmosphere•
l**EoIli8 L* Caswell and Doak S* Campbellj Ciirrioulum Development
(New Yorkt American Book Company, 1960), 366,
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In 1939«1940, there were relatively few classroom teachers who did
not hold "regular** certificates for teaching in their respective states.
During World War II, the number of persons employed who held substandard
certificates was about 1 in 340 of the public school teachers. The
proportion jumped to 1 in 7 by 1946-1947. The proportion declined
steadily from year to year \mtil it reached 1 in 15 in 1951-1952. The
ratio to be 1 in 15 for 1952-1953, and 1953-1954.
Financial support of the public school is derived from the following:
state, local units, bond issues, and property taxes, etc. Property tax
constitute approximately 98 per cent of all local school revenue.
The curricular offering hasn't changed very much during the years.
The basic covirses sure still centered around the three **R's*' accompanied
by certain courses set up by the local unit. The greatest changes are
the time and arrangement of the courses—the core-curricular idea. The
eurriculvon has remained more static in the senior high school than at
any other level in public education.
There are several patterns of organization for the Jbnerican public
school, namely: 8-4 plan, 6-3-3 plan, 6-6 plan, and K-75 or K-8-4 plan.
The enrollment in the public higjh school has been on the Increase
since 1890. It has doubled itself every ten years since that time except
during World War II. There was a slight decline in the enrollment during
World War II, bvrt it increased immediately following the war. In this
same consideration it is to be noted that the enrollment in the public
elementary schools in American have shown tremendous increase during the
past forty yeeurs.
25
Sooio-eoonomio factors that izifluenced the increase in the school
population -mere births, internal migration. World War II, changes in
population, and income*
Value of Study.--'The writer hopes that insight may be gained for
future planning by focusing attention upon the kind of obstacles which
were overcome in the development of the Negro Public School System of
Wrens, Georgia.
The writer believes that a historical review of the development of
the Negro Public School System of Wrens, Georgia, the forces, and
personalities that have influenced that development in the past, may
serve as a frame-of-reference for whatever improvement and modifications
that are to come in the future*
The writer believes that the Value of this study will be helpful in
giving the reader a clear understanding of the develo^ent of the Negro
Public School System of Wrens, Georgia, for the yeeu’s, 1927-1958, with
regard to the following: historical setting, pioneers, levels of
orgemization, plants and facilities, status of teaching personnel,
cturrioula, offerings, pattern of financial support, and socio-economic
factors*
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statement*—The objeotiye act for this chapter mis
the presentation, sumlysis, and interpretation of the data on the
development of the Negro Riblic School S|ystem of Wrens, Georgia, for
the period of 1927-1958* The data will be treated in the following
mannert
1* A brief statement of the origin and historical setting
of Negro education in Wrens, Georgia*
2* All data will be separately analyzed under the major
caption idiioh designate the Negro Public School*
(a) Wrens Colored Ugh School*
3* The data pertinent to the public school will be presented
and interpreted within the following categories!
a* Plant azid Facilities*
b* Organizational Levels*
c* Nuabers of teachers*
d* Status of teaching persoxmel*
e* Curricular offerings*
f* Enrollment*
g* Factors influencing the enjrallment*
4* The data on financial support of the public school and the
ffi&ergent trends in education in Georgia*
a* Salaries of teachers*
The stsnmary of the findings, the conolusions, the implications.
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and reoonmiendatlona stenuolng from the azialyals and ixrberpretatioua of
the data will be the burden of Chapter III*
ffliatorloal Setting of the Sehool*«»"Aecording to the official re¬
cords in the office of the secretary of the board of education* the
Wrens Public School had its beglxinlng in a church in Ifrens* Georgia*
a frame building located on the Stapleton fioad a»d Church Street* The
school mas later moved to a lodge hall* and remained there imtil about
the year 1922* idien it mas again moved to the present site on IT* S*
or Georgia route 19 on the Northern outsklirts of the tomi*
The present building mas erected in 1929* however* some additions
have been made from time to time*
On the plot* there are tmo buildings* one has ten classrooms* the
other building consists of three classrooms* in idiloh homemaking is
taught in one of the rooms* vdiile the other tmo are used for the third
cuid seventh grades*
Plant and Facilities*—In the fall of 1927* the Threns Negro Public
School mas located on the U* S* or Georgia route 19* the Thompson
Road* The building idiioh mas given by the School Board* mas a room
taken from the mhite school* and moved to the site on -idiich the
present structure now stands* It mas a box-shc^ed structure consisting
of three rooms* Jl mall through the center of the structure divided
into two rooms on one side* and a Isurge one on the other*, mhieh served
as an audltoriimi for assembly*
Grades one through eight mere taught during the year 1927-1928*
mith three teachers* In 1928-29* due to the Increase in enrollment
and congested ooxiditioxis* euiother teacher mas added to the teaching
staff* A new Rosenmald School mas erected on a plot consisting of
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approximately 4 acres of land* This school building had four class-
rocmSf each provided a cloakroom* Ttio of the olassroosis were separated
by folding doors which when opened provided a large room for assmnbly.
purposes* and an office*
In 1933-1934* two sepeurate additional classrooms were added to the
school plant* However* la 1946* these two separate classrooms were
Joined to the main Rosenwald school building*
In the community there was a growing need for agriculture to be
taught in the school* since the greater portion of the student popu¬
lation oesne from riural areas} therefore* in the school year of 1937-
1938* another building was erected on the campus for the purpose of
giving instruction in agrioxilture* This building consisted of two
classrooms and a shop* Only agriculture was taught in this building
during the period of 1937-1944* Homemaking was begun in 1944* and is
still being taught in the school* however* two of tlw classrooms are
used for academic instruction in the elementary grades*
In 1939 the old school bviilding was painted white* It is fixiished
with a li^t yellow wall and brown lower wall* with lights fixed to
the ceiling* 411 rocma have the same general features* The office
has four yellow walls* and the ceiling is the same color* It has the
following equipment} one clock* a storage cabinet* adding machine* a
typewriter* two desks* and a bookcase*
In 1950* the latest addition of two classrooms was made to this
building* maTHtig a total of ten classrooms* Six classrooms have light
gray walls* white ceilings* library ecorners* cloakrooms* teachersfi
cabinets* counting frames* and green chalkboards* Six oleissrooms are
used for the primary grades 1 through 6 and for grades 7 and 8* The
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other two classrooms cure provided ly separating the auditorium into
classrooms* They are all heated with coal and wood stoves* The walls
have been painted white throughout* The seats in two of these rooms
have bean changed to the individual chair-lype* In the other class¬
rooms the old traditional nalldown type of seats still are used* In
the auditorium* the double-type nalldown seats are still in use*
The basic data on the plant facilities of the Hfrens Colored
School* IKrens* Georgia* 1922-1958* are presented in Table 1* page 26*
icoording to the official records in the office of the Secretary
of the Board of Education* the IBrens Public School for Negroes had
its beginning around 1918 in a church edifice* a frame structure
located at the junstion of Stapleton Road and Church Street* This
school was later moved to a Lodge Hall around 1920* where it re¬
mained until about the year 1922* Beginning with the 1922-1923
school year the Ifrens Colored School was moved to its present site
located in the Northesm outskirts of the town on Georgia Highway
Route 19 idiioh runs North to Thomson* Georgia*
The classrooms in the school building have the regular type win¬
dows* blackboards* cloakrooms in back of rooaas* but separated by a
wall partition with coal heaters used for the heating* Each of the
classrooms is equiped with a teacher's cabinet*
The auditorium has the same color scheme of the olassromns* and
the ceiling is of the same material* It has a spacious stage; but
no dressing rooms; one large curtain; one large backdrop* extending
around the stage; ceiling lights; footlights; and a seating capaciiy
of two hundred*
The toilet facilities of the school are housed in a cement block
TABIS 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PUNT FACILITIES OF THE IRENS COLORED HIDH
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structure liiich is set apart from the buildings* Deiily there is pro¬
vided an adequate supply of liquid soap and paper towels*
Organizational Levels*—Table 2 shows the steps in organizational
pattern of the l&ens Colored School for the years 1922-1958*
The Wrens Colored High School in its earlier years was solely an
elementary school, doiisg the work of grades 1 through 8* However, in
1929-30 the ninth grade was added, making it a junior high school* It
remaixied a junior high school until 1948, adien by the addition of
grades 9 through 12, and achieved the status of becoming the Wrens
Colored ^gh School* At present the Wrens Colored ^igh School is a
oompletlon elementary and high school, offering the program of grades
1 through 12*
Itowever, for internal administrative purposes the school is oir-
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ganised on three lerelst the primary grades 1 through 3; the eletnen**
tary grades 4 through 8j and the high school grades 9 through 12*
Hxmber of Teachers*«"The data on the number of teachers employed
in the Wrens Colored High School for the periodl927-1958 are presented
in Table 3* page 34» ‘nhioh reveals the significant facts to follow*
Elementary Teaofaers*-The number of elementary school teachers an-
plpywd ranged from a low of 3 in 1927-1928 to a high of 10 teachers
in 1953-53, with a mean of 9 teeushers being emplpyed over the years*
Junior SLgh School Teachers—4!he number of juxiior high school
teachers employed ranged frcm a lew in 1928>^9 of 2 to a high of 5
teachers in 1946-47, with a mean of 5 teachers employed over the years*
Senior High School Teachers—The moiber of senior hi^ school
teachers employed ranged from a low of 4 in 1947-43 to a high of 6
teachers in 1957-58, with a mean of 4 teachers being employed over the
years*
Pupil Enrollment*—The data on pupil enrollment of the Wrens
Colored High School for the period of 1927-1958 are presented in Table
which reveals the significant trends to follow*
Elementary Enrollment—The enrollment of elementary school pupils
ranged from a low of 102 in 1927-1923 to a high of 372 pupils in
1948-1949, with a mean enrollment of 186 for the period of years
studied*
Junior fflgb School Enrollment—The enrollment of Junior high sohool
pupils ranged from a low of 3 to a high of 86 pupils in 1944—1945, with
a mean enrollment of 45 for the 1928-1947 period*
Senior Mgh Sohool Enrollment—The enrollment of senior high sohool
ptq>ils ranged from a low of 56 in 1948 to a high of 135 pupils in
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN THE WRENS
COLORED HIGH SCHOOL, WRENS, GEORGIA, FOR THE PERIOD OF
1927-1968
^ Nmber of I Number of , Number of , Total
Elementary Junior High Senior High Number
Year Teachers Teachers Teachers
1927-1928 3 3
1928-1929 2 2 4
1929-1930 2 2 4
1930-1931 2 2 4
1931-1932 2 2 4
1932-1933 2 2 4
1933-1934 3 2 5
1934-1935 3 2 5
1935-1936 3 2 5
1936-1937 4 2 6
1937-1938 5 3 8
1938-1939 5 3 8
1939-1940 6 4 10
1940-1941 6 4 10
1941-1942 6 4 10
1942-1943 6 4 10
1943-1944 6 4 10
1944-1945 6 4 10
1945-1946 6 4 10
1946-1947 6 5 11
1947-1948 6 4 10
1948-1949 7 4 11
1949-1950 8 4 12
1950-1951 8 5 13
1951-1952 9 5 14
1952-1953 10 5 15
1953-1954 10 5 15
1964-1955 10 6 16
1955-1956 10 6 16
1956-1957 10 6 16
1957-1958 10 6 16
TABLE 4
Z6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PUPIL ENROLLMENT IN THE WRENS COLORED
HIGH SCHOOL, WRENS, GEORGIA, FOR THE PERIOD OF 1927-1928
]p!lementary Junior High








1928-1929 176 3 179
1929-1930 206 9 215
1930-1931 209 9 218
1931-1932 239 11 256
1932-1933 205 22 227
1933-1934 218 28 246
1934-1935 273 37 310
1935-1936 258 42 300
1936-1937 271 35 306
1937-1938 288 39 327
1938-1939 267 45 312
1939-1940 225 59 284
1940-1941 258 61 319
1941-1942 241 71 312
1942-1943 237 76 313
1943-1944 236 81 317
1944-1945 242 86 328
1945-1946 318 79 397
1946-1947 309 72 381
1947-1948 322 56 378
1948-1949 272 85 338
1949-1950 323 83 406
1950-1951 315 87 402
1951-1952 278 93 371
1952-1953 324 96 420
1953-1954 322 135 457
1954-1955 325 165 490
1955-1956 347 163 510
1956-1957 358 172 530
1957-1958 367 183 550
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1958* idth a mean enrollment of 95 for the 1928-1958 period*
Fuirther* an analysis of the data in Table 4 reveals that the en¬
rollment showed the significant trends indicated below*
During the 1927-1937 decade the enrollment ranged from 102 to 271,
with a median number of 186 students enrolled in the Wrens Colored
High School* During the 1937-1947 deoade the enrollment ranged from
271 to 309, with a median number of 290 students enrolled in the Wrens
Colored High School* During the period 1947-1954 the enrollment r
raiiged from 309 to 457, with a median of 383*
Summarisation of the data on enrollment of the Ihrens Colored High
Sohool for the period 1927-1958 indicates that there was a gradual in¬
crease during the years* However, there are slight decreases in soae
of the years covered by this study, but in the main, the increase was
a gradual one*
Training of the Teaching Personnel*-^he data on the level of
aoademlo training achieved by the teachers employed in the Wrens
Colored High School, Wrens, Georgia, 1927-1958 are presented in Table
5, page 37, reveal the interesting facts described below*
First, it is interesting to note that the teachers of this school
have continually upgraded their acad^nic training and teacher certi¬
fication throughout the period of 1927-1958* Up through the 1933-
1934 sohool year, ziozie of the 5 teachers had more than 2 yeeirs of
college training* However, during the next two years three of these
5 teachers had achieved a 2 year college level of training* It was
in the year 1936-1937 that the first teacher employed in the Wrens
Sohool reported a bachelor*s degree level of academic training*
During the first seven years, 1927-1934 period of this study, it
TABLE 5
DISTHIBUTION OF THE LEVEL OF ACADEMIC TRAINING OP THE TEACHERS EMPLOYED
IN THE IVRENS COLORED HIGH SCHOOL, WRENS, GEORGIA, 1927-1958
Year
B. S* Degree 3 yra • College 2 yrs. Cpllege 1 yr. College High School M.A.Oegree










1936-1937 1 3 2
1937-1938 3 1 1 3
1938-1939 3 2 2 1
1939-1940 3 1 5 2 1
1940-1941 2 6 2 1
1941-1942 2 $ 2
1942-1943 1 1 5 2 1
1943-1944 1 1 4 3 1
1944-1945 2 2 3 1 2
1945-1946 1 1 2 3 3
1946-1947 2 1 4 2 2
1947-1948 5 1 2 2 0
1948-1949 7 1 2 1 0
1949-1950 8 1 3 0 0
1950-1951 9 1 2 0 0 1




DISTRIBUTION OP THE LLTiiL OP ACADEMIC TRAINING OP THE TEACHERS EMPLOYED
IN THE WRENS COLORED HIGH SCHOOL, VIRENS, GEORGIA, X927-1958
Yeao*
B. S • Degree 3 yrs. College 2 yrs. College 1 yr. College High School M. A. Degree
Num. Per Ct* Num, Per Ct* Nim. Per Ct. Num. Fer.Ct. Num.Per Ct. Hum. Per Ct.
1952-1955 15 1 1 D 0
1955-1954 13 1 0 0 0 1
1954-1955 14 1 0 0 0 1
1955-1956 16 1 0 0 0
1956-1957 15 1 0 0 0




is to be noted that between 67 and 75 per eent of the teachers had
only high school training
IXiring the next 13 year period, 1935-1947, one to three of these
teachers had only a high school training* The last teacher with only
one ye«u* of college training was employed in 1948-1949* Teachers with
2 year and 3 year college training were continually employed through"
out the period of this study*
Beginning with 1947-1948 school year, it appears that from 50 to
93 per cent of the teachers esqplqyed held the bachelor* s degree*
Slnoe the 1950-1951 school year, one of the teachers of the Wrens
Colored B9.gh School was a holder of the master's degree. The last
year, 1953-1958, of this study witnessed the employment of only one
teacher without at least a bachelor's degree; and this teacher was a
3 year college person*
During the period of 1927-1934, none of the teachers had obtained
a B* S* degree, one had two years, two had high school training, but
within the period mentioned, three had obtained high school training*
The period between 1934-1937, rapid changes were taking place in the
status of the teachers* Of the six members of the faculty, one held
a B* S, degree, three had obtained 3 years, two had obtained 2 years
of college training* Training increased among the members of the
faculty from year to year until 1953, and at present the number of
teachers on the faculty of the Wrens Colored High School is sixteen,
1 master's degree, 14 hold the B, S, degree, and 1 three years college
training*
A svimmarlsation of the data in Table 5 indicates that for the
period of 1927-1958 none of the teacher held a master's degree before
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the year 1950-1951| from 3 to 9 heH a B. S* degreei from 1 to 2 had
obtained 2 years of college training, except for the year 1952, when
only one teaoher had less than three years of oollege training} one
had obtained a matter*8 degree*
Types of Certificates Held by Teaching Persoiinel*—Table 6, page
41, reveals that during the period of 1927-1934, none of the teachers
had obtained a bachelor's degree, one had two years of oollege train¬
ing, two had high school training* During the period between 1934-
1937, rapid changes were taking place in the status of the teachers*
Of the six members of the faculty, one held a 5* S* degree, three had
obtained three years of college trEdzdng, two had received two years
of college training* Additional training continued to increase as
the years passed, and in the 1953-1954 school year more than 90 per
cent of the teachers held a 5* S* degree, and at present the nimiber
of teachers on the faculty at Virens Colored B.gh School is sixteen;
one with a master's degree; fourteen with B* S* degrees; and one ocm-
pleting oollege training this summer*
Major and Minor Fields of Preparation of the Teaching Personnel*—
Table 7* page 43, shows data on the major and minor fields of pre¬
paration of the teaching personnel of the Wens Colored High School*
Wens, Georgia during the period of 1927-1958*
The major and minor fields of consentration of the teaching person¬
nel of Wens Colored High School will be noted as followst
Eight teachers in the school have a major in elementary education
and a minor in science# six tecujhers have majors in mathematics and
minors in music; and social studies* One has a minor in physical edu¬
cation, and one a minor in eidmlnistratlon*
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPES OP CERTIFICATES HELD BY THE TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN
THE HVRENS COLORED HIGH SCHOOL, WRENS, GEORGIA, 1927-1958
Year
T-b T-4 C-4 B Life Emergency
































DISTRIBUTION OF THE TIPES OP CERTIFICATES HELD BY THE TEACHERS EMt'LOYED IN
THE WRENS COLORED HIGH SCHOOL, WRENS, GEORGIA, 1927-1958
Year
T-8 T-4 C-4 B Life Emergency




1954-1955 14 98 1
1955—1956 14 98 1




DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR AND MINOR FIELDS OF PREPARATION OP THE
TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN THE KlfRENS COLORED HIGH SCHOOL,
WRENS, GEORGIA, 1927-1928
SUBJECT FIELDS Major Minor Total






























DISTRIBUTION OF THE COLLEGES ATTENDED ANIV'OR GRADUATED FRCM BY
TEE TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN THE WRENS COLORED HIGB SCHOOL*
WRENS* (BORGIA* 1927-1958
Name of College Attended Graduated
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Savannah State 5 33.35 5 33.35
Paine 4 26.68 4 26.68
luakegee 2 13.34 2 13.34
Knox 1 6.67 1 6.67
Barba-Scotia 1 6.67 1 6.67
Allen 1 6.67 1 6.67
Albai^ State 1 6.67 1 6.67
Total 16 100 IS 100
Colleges Attended aad/or Graduated from by Teaching P&rsonnel#—
Table 8 shows that the nunber of faculty m^bers of the l&ons High
Sohool atteiaded aod graduated from the following collegest Savannah
State College* 5| from Paine College* Augusta* Georgia* 4s from Tuske-
gee Institute* Alabsna* 2; from Ehox College* 1{ from Barba-Sootia*
It froa Allen University* 1; from Albany State College* !• One teacher
who is completing her work will graduate this summer from, Fort Valley
State College* adiich will make a total of 16 members on the Wrens
faculty*
Church Affiliations of the Teaching Personnel*—Table 9, page 45,
reveals that six members of the faculty are affiliated with the Baptist
Church* four with the A«M«E« Church* two with the A«M«E*Z« (Methodist)
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHURCH AFFILIATIONS OF THE TEACHERS EMPLOYED
IN THE WRENS COLORED HIGH SCHOOL, WRENS, GEORGIA, 1953-1958
Church n Number of Teachers Affiliated
Baptist 6
A* M. E. (Methodist) 4









Churoh, one nith the C«H*E» (Methodist) Church, and three 'with the Con**
gregational Churcbi a total of sixteen (16) faculty members and their
chiurch affiliations*
Cvtrriculeir Offerings*—The curricular offerings for the years 1927-
1958 are shoim in Tables 10, 11, and 12*
It is absolutely necessary to teach thr three "R^s" in the ele¬
mentary school, but in addition ve must use material -iihich is provided
in science, literature, and history for the pxu*pose of forming certain
ideals, and to give larger opportunity for actual participation in the
duties of citisenship, even irhile boys and girls are still enrolled
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TAB1£ 10
EIEUBNTART SCHBDUIE OF IRENS COLORED HIGH













The curricular offering hag not changed very much during the years.
The basic courses are still centered around the three "R’s* acocmpanied
hy certain courses set up I:)/ the local unit. The greatest changes are
the time and the arrangement of courses—the core—curricular idea.
The curriculum has remained more static in the senior high school than
at any other level in public education.
In terms of ages, grades insluded, and educational purposes achieved,
there is no simple way of defining the public school. The traditional
i — — “
George Hillard Frasier and Winfield D. irmentrout. An Introduction
to Education (New York, 1933), p. 278.
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TABIE U













1:50-2:00 Check-up and Dismissal
type of organizatloa is the 8-4 plan, but the 6*^-3 plan has been gain¬
ing popularity steadily*
Table 10, page 46, shows the curricular offering for the Ifrens
High School for the session 1927-1958* This schedule shows the curri¬
cular offerings for this department before the unit idea was stressed
in the elementary department* They wore as followsi reading, writing,
language, words, health, geography and spelling*
Table 11 above shows the curricular offerings for the session
1927-1958* This schedule shows the curricular offerings in the pri¬
mary department before the luoit idea was stressed* They wore as
follows! reading, writizg, word drill, and numbers*
TABIE 12
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All subject matter Reading
Spelling, Arithmetic,
English, Health-


















Table 12 abore shcms the curricular for both the primary smd ele-
mentEoy departments* This schedule shows the curricular offerings
after the incorporation of the unit Idea* The subjects are an follows*
physical education, reading, health, science, arithmetic, spelling
language skills, language sui;, story, hour, word study, writing, number
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TABIE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAURIES OF THE TEACHERS
ElIPLOIED IN THE NRENS COLORED HIGH SCHOOL,
WRENS, GEORGIA, 1927-1958
Tsar Amoimt





























skills, public school music, folk dancing, creative art, geography,
art appreciation, remedial reading, and music appreciation, language
arts, reading, English, health, science, social science, geography,
spelling, literature, musie, art, musio, remedial reading, writing,
art wrltizig, and stu(!^ coimeil*
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Salaries of Teachers^*—Table 13« page 49, shows the distribution
of salaries of teachers in the 'Vl&rens Colored High School,^ rereaillng
the facts that for the years 1927-1928, 1928-1929, the anount was not
available, but for the period 1929-1943 the moxiey allocated the Neg;ro
Public School Sl/stem ranged fron |1,100*00 to #5,919*63, with a median
amount of #3,564*81 for this period* It is also to be noted that the
period for 1943-1944 through 1958, the amount was not available for
the money alloted for this period, therefore these gaps occur in this
report*
1
Data taken from records in the Office of the Superintendent*
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
-BitrodTOtoi!^ Statement*—In the Anerlean public aehoolf school plant
and e^ulpioentf teaoher**personnely finance, ctirriculuiii, .jorganizational levels
of schools, enrollment, and socio>^conorole factors Influencing the enrolls*
cent have presented a problem of major concern to all of the American
people* There has always been the problem of developing these Important
factcnrs in public education* Each of these factors plays an Is^ortant
part in the overall development of the American public school* They work
together for the maximum good, and if there is a lag in any one, then
the others will be proportionately affected* The American people have
steadily striven for the best development of each of these factors*
Ratienale«—Living together requires leadership* There are those
among us as teachers irtio must prove ourselves to be leaders capable of
guiding, instructing, and showing others in ways of doing as well as ,
teachers* Since teachers represent a major force in the determination
of the social ordm: and are builders of future citisens, they are,
consequently, the ultimate agents of education* Teachers provide the
environments for shaping character, and giving Insight through their own
practical educational i^iilesoi^ies, professional training, methods.
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teohnlqueB, and experltneesa Teachers« in a large msasure, deterailne tbe
effeotleeness of angr educational program# The extent to which schools
realise, through the teachers, their potentialities for motivating the
wholesome growth and soelal development of children and youth, depends
largely upon the interests, training, background, and competency of the
instructional personnel in the schools#
It is believed that the Wrens Colored High School and its community
are typical of the many small town school situations in Georgia; therefore,
a thorough investigation of the Wrens School, its rise and develc^ment
j
may well serve as a model for interpreting the development of educational
programs for Negroes in Georgia in the recent decades#
The writer selected this span of time, 1927»19&8, because the school
has been under his direct supervision during this period, and he considers
the length of time sufficient to make evaluations and criticisms of the
school, its program, its defects, and its influence in the community#
Statement of the Problem#—«The problem involved in this study was
to trace the trend of public education in Wrens Colored High School,
Jefferson County> Wrens, Georgia dta^ing the period of 1927»1958# The
following are tbe specific aspects of public education which are examined
in this studyt teacher perscainel, expenditures, curriculum offerings#
Seqpe and Limitation of Study#-»«This study has been concerned with
the period between 1927»1958# This period was selected because it is
marked by the largest number of significant events in the development of
the Negro public school 83rotem of Wrens, Georgia# This study is limited
by the fragmentary mature of the materials used as the main sources of
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data* Unfortunately, until more recent years the pertinent records and
r^)orts of the derelopsient and course of the Negro public school system
in Wrens, Georgia have not been kept eontlnously from year to year]
therefore, there are gaps in the records and reports of the development
of the Negro public school system of Wrens, Georgia*
The writer believes, however, in the main, that the findings reported
in this research are authentic and reflect the prevailing conditions
and status of Negro education for the period studied*
Purpose of Study*»»»The major purpose of this study has been to give
a coB^ehensive and interpretative account of the development of educa¬
tional opportunities for Negroes at the Wrens Colored High School, Wrens,
Georgia during the period of ISST^^lUSS* The more specific purposes of
this tudy have been to find answers to the following^ questions:
1* What was the historical setting of ^egro Education in Wrens,
Georgia?
2* What was the development of the Negro public schools in Wrens,
Georgia in terms of organizational levels for the period of
1927-1958?
S* What was the development of plants and facilities for Negroes
in the public school system of Wrens, Georgia, during 1927-1958?
4* What was the trend in the status of the educational personnel
in the Negro school of Wrens, Georgia, during 1927-1958?
5* What was the trend of curricular offerings in the Negro school.
Wrens, Georgia, during 1927-1958?
6* What weire the socio-economic factors that influenced the develop¬
ment of the Negro public schools of Wrens, Getu-gia during 1927-1958?
7* Who were the pioneers and what were their contributions to the
Negro public school of Wrens, Georgia?
8* What was the development of the pattern of financial support of
the Negro public school of Wrens, Georgai during 1927—1958?
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9* What ara the iBipllcations of the data for educational policy and
practice in the publlo school of Wrens, Georgia in the future?
Definition of Terms*—«The significant terms which have been used in
this study are defined according to Good^ in the statements to followt
1« The term"Suporintendent of schools," as used in this study
refers to a chief executive and advisory officer charged with
the direction of schools in a local school administrative unit
as a district, town, or township, or in a county or state*
Z» The term"teacher," as used in this ttudy,- refers to a person
employed in an official capacity for the purpose of giving
instruction to pupils or students in an educational Institution
whether public or private* Such a person nay be distinguished
as regular, part-time or special, or substitute teacher*
S* The term "pupil," as used in this study refers to one attending
a kindergai^n or school of elementary or secondary level and
studying under the relatively close supervision and tutelage
of a teacher*
4* The term "teaching," as used in this study refers to aiqr one of
a number of plans or positions in school or school system that
requires the service of a full time teacher*
5* The term "school," as used in this study refers to a building or
unit of buildings together with the pupil«^r8onnel, teaching
and staff personnel and equipment, facilities engaged in
educational procedures*
6* The term "curriculum,” as used in this study refers to a systematic
group of courses or sequency of sub;}ect8 required for graduation
or certification in a major field of study, or a body or prescribed
educative experiences under school supervision designed to
provide an individual with the best possible training and qualify
him for a trade or profession*
7* The term "school term,” as used in this study refers to (minimum)
the shorter period each year dutlng which in public schools of
a state tnr other administrative unit may remain in session uxtder
the provision of the law*
8* The term "school system," as used in this study refers to en
aggregate of educational institutions organised vsodtt the constitution
Good, Op* cit*
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from private institutions of learning.9.The term "school district," as used in this study refers to the
terriroty that is under the super-vision of a given school board
regardless of the number of school buildings and the territoryin which children may attend a given school building or center.
10. The term "school enrollment," a» used in this study refers to
-Enrolled at any time during the period for idiich total enroll¬
ment is being reported.
11. The term "school census," as used in this study refers to an
enumeration and collection of data, as prescribed by law in
most oases, conducted to determine the number of children of
a oex*taln age (school age) resident in a given district, and
to secure information such as birth date, name of parents,
and occupation of parents.
12. The term "capital outlay," as used in this study refers to any
expenditure that results in the acquistion of, or fixed assets;
usually in terms of land and building costs.
13. The term "trainsportation," as used in this study refers to the
movement of school children from home to school and retxam by
means of a conveyance of whatever sort, usvially a bus.
14. The term "illiterate," as used in this study refers to a person
who is ten years old or more euid who can neither read nor write.
Locale and. Research Design of Study.—The more significant aspects
of the Locale and research design of this study are characterized in the
separate statements below,
1. Locale.—The locale of this study. Wrens, Jefferson County, Georgia,
vdxich is located in central Northeast Georgia, is a small rural
town with a population of 6000, with approximately a SO per cent
Negro inhabitants.
The chief industries of Wrens are flovir milling and the Lumber
Industry, together with the subsidiary farm economy adjacent to
it. There is the usual number of banks, theatres, mercantile
establishments, and a variety of professional personnel typical
of small rural towns in Georgia.
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The eooio-eeonondo status of the Negroes of Wrens and the
surrounding area, from observation, travel and questioning, appears
to be typical of the rural counties of Georgia; and typical of
the small town situation to be found throughout the state*
The school population of the Wrens Colored School is drawn from
the town of Wrens and the surrounding rural area, with the
latter being within the range of 15 to 26 miles of Wrens,
Consequently, 5^ per cent of the pupils are transported by bus
to the school*
2* Period of StudytThls research was conducted diaring the school
years of 1956-1958, with the work being directed from the Wrens
Colored School and the home of the writer*
3* Method of Researcht A combination of the Descriptive-Survey and
Historical Methods of research, employing the specific techniques
of interviews, "school records," and "official records" of the
superintendent's office, was used to gather the data necessary
to the purpose of this resecuroh*
4* Description of Subjects^ The subjects involved in this study weres
(a) the Negro educational personnel, (b) the pupil personnel,
(c) Parent-Teachers Association, and (d) Key-individuals, who
were concerned with the educational program of the Wrens Colored
School, 'Vh'ens, Georgia, at the time during the period of 1927-1958*
5, Description of Instruments; The instruments used to collect the
data for this research were: (a) school records, (b) records in
the superintendent's office, (c) minutes of the Parents-Teachers
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Assoeiation, and (d) interriews with key-citizens.
6* Criterion of Reliabilityt The criterion of reliability for the
appraisal of the data was the accuracy and authenticity fo the
’’records* examined} and the ’’competence* and accuracy of the
interview statements vdilch constituted the major sources of the data.
7. Prooedtiret The procedural steps used in collecting the data were:
(a) the related literature pertinent to this study was reviewed,
summaried. and presented in the thesis; (b) the subjects were
properly approached and Instructed as to the scope and piirposes
of the research to be attempted, (c) the superintendent, supervisor,
and teachers were requested to. and did cooperate with the study.
(d) the official records of the Superintendent of Schools were
reviewed, analyzed and the necessary data abstracted for inclusion
in the thesis copy, (e) interviews were conducted with key
, individuals In order to supplement and document the data of the
records', cmd (f) school records were examined and the pertinent
data abstracted therefrom.
The remaining section of this chapter will present in this sequences
Summary of Related Literature. Summary of Findings. Conclusions. Implica¬
tions. and Recommendations.
Siittimary of Related Literature.—The Related Literature pertaining
more directly to the immediate problem of this research has been cited
in previous statements and is summarized below in the paragraphs to
follow.
The trend in school buildings is towsurd one-story. The fadilities
are of modern type that gives comfort to the child along with a cheerful
a'toosphere.
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In 1939-1940, there were relatively few elaesroom teachers who did
not hole "regular* oertifieates for teaching in their respective states*
During World War II, the number of persons employed idio held substandard
oertifieates was about 1 in 340 of the publio school teachers. The
proportion jumped to 1 in 7 by 1946-1947, The proportion declined
steadily from year to year \mtil it reached 1 in 15 in 1951-1952. The
ratio to bo 1 in 15 for 1952-1953, and 1953-1954,
Financial support of the public souool is derived from the following:
state, local units, bond issues, and property taxes, etc. Property tax
constitute approximately 98 per cent of all local school revenue.
The curricular offering hasn't changed very much during the years.
The basio courses are still centered around the three "R's* accompanied
by certain courses set up by the local unit. The greatest changes are
the time and arrangement of the courses—the core-curricular idea. The
curriculum has remained more static in the senior hi^ school than at
any other level in public education*
There are several patterns of organization for the American publio
school, namely: 8-4 plan, 7-4 plan, 6-3-3 plem, and K-75 or K-8-4 plan*
The enrollment in the public high school has been on the increase
since 1890. It has doubled itself every ten years since that time except
during World War II, There was a slight decline in the enrollment dxiring
World War II, but it increased immediately following the war. In this
same consideration it is to be noted that the enrollment in the public
elementary schools in American have shown tremendous increase during the
past forty years,
Sooio-eoonomio factors that influenced the increase in the school
population were births, internal migration. World War II, cheuiges in
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population, and income.
Summary of Basic Findings
Prefatory Statement.—The signifioant areas of this research, tO“
gether idth the hasio data pertain thereto are summarised ui^er appro*
priate captions in the separate paragraphs to follovto
Mstorical Setting of the School
The Wrens Public School for Negroes had its beginning in a church
in Wens, Georgia, idiich tias a frame building located on the Stapleton
Boad and Church Street* Later the school was moved to a Lodge Ball,
ivhere it remained until 1922, liben it nas moved to the present site on
United States High'way 19, on the Northern outskirts of the town*
In 1929 a school building 'vras erected* From time to time there
Here additions made to this structure ehioh remained in use until the
erection of the present modern school plant cf 17 classrooms, eith the
ao3Eillary suites, eas erected in 1957*58*
Plant and Facilities
Table 1
The development of the plan and facilities lent through three
stages! It had its beginning in a church, then to a society hall, later
moved to the present site* In 1929 a four teacher Bosenmald building
vras erected* This building has four .classrooms, each provided vdth a
cloakroom* Tvro of the olassromos were separated by folding doors
which when opened provides a large room for assembly puirposes, eULso
an office is in this building*
In the year 1933»1934, two separate additional classrooms were
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^dod to the aohool plant* Bowever* in 1945« these two separate
olassrocns were joined to the main school building*
Organisational Level
Table 2
Table Z shows the steps in organisational pattern of the Wrens
Colored Mgh School for the years 1922-1958*
The Wrens Colored School in its ecu'lier years was solely an
elanentary School* doing the work of grades 1 through 8* However* in
1929~1930 the ninth grade was added* making it a junior high school*
It remained a junior high school tmtil 1948* when by the addition of




The number of elementary school teachers ranged from 3 in 1927-
1928 to 10 in 1953-1958* with a mean of 9 teachers for the 30 year
period* The nunber of junior high school teachers ranged from 2 in
1928-1929 to 5 in 1946-1947* with a mean of 5 teachers fen* the period*
The senior high school teachers ranged from 4 in 1947-1948 to 6 in
1957-1958* with a mean of 4 teachers for the 30 year period*
Pupil Enrollment
Table 4
Enrollment in the elementary school ranged from 102 in 1927—1928
to 372 in 1948-1949* with a mean enrollment of 186 pupils for the
period* Enrollment in the junior high school ranged from 3 in 1928-
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1929 to 86 in 1944-1945« idth a mean enrollment of 45 pupils for the
period* Enrollment in the senior high school ranged fron 56 in 1947-
1948 to 135 in 1957-1958* ‘with a mean enrollmant of 95 pupils for the
1928-1958 period* The mean enrollment for the total population was
383 for the period of the study*
Training of the Teachers
Table 5
The teachers of the Ihrens Colored School* it was foimd have eon-
tlzmally upgraded their aoademio training and teaoher-oertifioation*
Unitl 1933-1934 none of the teachers had more than 2 years of college
training* In 1936-1937 the first teacher to hold a bachelor*s degree
was employed* In 1950-1951 the teacher with a master's degree was
employed* Presently* several of the teachers are pursuing graduate
work towards a degree*
Types of Certificates Held by Teachers
Table 6
For the period of 1927-1934 none of the teachers had a bachelor's
degree* During 1934-1937 the teachers employed earned or approximated
4 years of college training* Ab the 1953-1954 school year 90 per cent
of the teachers held a bachelor's degree* axid one held a master's
degree*
Major and Minor Preparations
Table 7
Eight of the teachers have a major in elementary education and a
minor in sciencej six a major in i!«.thematie8* a minor in music* and
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Forty per cent of the teachers attended state colleges in Georgia^
with twenty-six per cent of them attending private schools in the state
of Georgia, the others attended colleges in Alabama, Tennessee, North
Carolina and South Carolina*
Church Affiliations by Teaching Personnel
Table 9
The church affiliations of the teachers were as followst Baptist
Church 6, Methodist Churches 7» Congregational 3*
Curricular Qfferizigs
Tables 10-12
The cxirricular offerings in the Wrens Colored School were fovmd
to follow the pattern of subjects taught as desigxiated by the State
Department of Education for the respective elementary and high sohool
levels* It was noted that a heavy concentration in the sciexices was
offered in the high school throughout the years*
Salaries of Teachers
Table 13
Table 13 shows the salary of the teachers as a group* The annual
teacher allotment for Negroes ranged from $1,100 to $5,919*63, with
a median saleuy of $3,564*81 for the years 1929-1945* It was noted
that no data was available on the allotment for salaries for Negro
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teachers for the period 1943-1958* This unATailablllty of signifl*
oaot data poses serious question as to the adequacy of edvioation
arrangements for this Negro school*
Parent Teachers Association
The Wrens Colored Ih.gh School P*T»A« iras organized in 1929* and
since that time it has become a correlated and integrated part of the
school* At present* it has an enrollment of sixty-five registered
members belonging to the State P*T*A*; the meetings are held bi>4&onthly*
Educational Trends in Georgia
The trend in school buildings in Georgia is towards one story
structures* The facilities are of the moderate type that provide
oomfoirb for the child* along with a cheerful atmosphere* However*
mat^ of these new buildings have been found to have leakes and in
serious need of waterproofing* Another trend is towards the consoli¬
dation of schools on a county-wide basis in order to minimize ex¬
penses and equalize facilities in the schools throughout the system*
Conclusions*—As a result of the findings of this study* the fol¬
lowing conclusions seem justified:
1* That the organization of the Negro Public School S^stm of
l&exis* Georgia* does not conform totally to either the 8-4
plan or 6-3-3 patterns of co'ganization*
2* That for many years the plant and facilities were very mestger;
end although* they have been improved greatly* they are still
lacking in an optimvim provision of facilities*
3* That for many years the majority of the teachers employed by
the Negro Public School System were sub-standard teachers
with less than four years of college training*
4* That the financial support of the Negro Public School System
has been and still is too meager for the best result to be
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obtaisaed from ita use*
5* That the lack of enforcement of the ccoapulsory school attezid-
ance laws* and Inadequate facilities were the greatest draw*
backs to the enrollment of the Negro Schools*
liaplieat ions *«-The analysis and Interpretation of the data suggest
the inherent implication to follow!
1* That the provision of new school facilities of the most modern
type, together with the program of school consolidation in
Jefferson County, Georgia, poses a challenge for exploring the
possibili-ty of a most effective educational program for the
children and youth of the county*
Z* That there is the imperative need for the teachers in the
Wrens Colored School to continual to upgrade their academic
and professional training*
3* That the changizig economy of the county and the community of
Wrens, Georgia poses new problems and challenges as to the
new nature of the educational program needed*
Rec ommendations*—In the light of the findings of this stuc^, the
following recommendations are made as possible solutions to the prob«
lems of the Negro Public School System of Wrens, Georgias
1* That the organization of the Negro Public School sho\ild follow
a definite plan*
2* There should be more adequate school buildings and equipment
facilities provided for Negro children and youth*
3* Teachers should apply themselves diligently to the task'of im¬
proving their teaching status, by raising the level of their
college training, and graduate preparation*
4* There should be a greater degree of uniformity in the de¬
scription of courses and content, particularly in the elemen¬
tary schools*
5* The hi^ school curriculum should be vitalized by the inte¬
gration of new and diversified courses*
6* More money should be edlotted to the Negro Public School in
order to provide an adequate educational program for Negro
boys and girls*
7* The employment of the best trained teachers vAio would promise
the best possible educational program*
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8* New school attexidanoe laws should be desigxied and rigidly
enforced*
It is the fervent hope of the writer that the above mentioned reocm*
mendations will help in the future development of the Negro Public School
^stem of Wrens* Georgia*
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